Visiting the Zoo!

Smithsonian National Zoological Park
Welcome To the Zoo!

The Zoo is a great place to see and experience new things.
What I Might See at the Zoo

At the Zoo, I may see many different kinds of animals. Some of these animals I might have seen before. Some of them may be new to me.
What I Might See at the Zoo

At the zoo, I might also see statues of animals.
Good Zoo Behavior

Many people visit the Zoo, so it is important to follow the rules so that everyone can have fun!

Please...
Feed only yourself.
Stay on your side of the railings.
Sorry, no pets allowed in the Zoo.
Respecting the Animals

While I am visiting the zoo, I need to remember to respect the animals I see. I may look at the animals in their habitats, but I may not tap or bang on the glass.
Respecting the Animals

I may watch a Zoo Keeper feed the animals, but I may not feed them myself.
Respecting the Animals

While I am at the zoo, some animals might be very close to me. It is important to remember to stay away from the animals.
Following Directions

It is important to follow directions when an adult, teacher or staff person asks me to do something. It is their job to keep me safe and make sure I have fun!
There are many ways to practice good zoo behavior.

• Respect the animals
• Listen to my adult
• Follow directions